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STRICTLY COME DANCING 
HAS spawned numerous 
stage shows over the years, 
from the annual tour to spin-
off work headlined by the 
programme’s professional 
dancers. Former Strictly 
stars Vincent Simone and 
Flavia Cacace, who were best 
known as the show’s resident 
Argentine tango specialists, 
are now on their third – and 
final  tour, although the 
“last” of the title is perhaps 
more pertinent than the 
“tango”. The former Ten 
Dance competitors actually 
use a medley of ballroom and 
Latin styles in a performance 
that nicely complements the 
BBC’s popular sequin-fest.

Directed by the 
experienced Karen 
Bruce, this is a slick, fluid 
production, well paced and 
accessible to an audience 
of dance newcomers. It 
is, however, marred by a 
narrative that’s cheesy and 
predictable even by the 
low standards of ballroom 
stage shows, following a 
relationship through the 
traditional phases (courtship, 
marriage, children arriving 
at an alarming rate, death 
and a heavenly rumba), with 
a cosy romance interrupted 
only briefly for sanitised 
World War II action. There’s 
not much in the way of 
conflict or complexity, and 
no surprises along the way.

The show also features 
a distracting memory play 
framing, with an actor 
playing the older version 
of Simone’s character and 
awkwardly cueing numbers 
with findings from his 
nostalgia tour of the attic. 
The latter is an evocative but 
sprawling Morgan Large 
design, which – crucially – 
limits the dancers’ precious 
floor space. Simone and 
Cacace are forced to dodge 

around lighting rigs during 
their Viennese waltz, and 
the energetic group numbers 
sometimes feel constrained. 

If you can forgive 
elements like the rose-tinted 
sentimentality and retrograde 
gender roles (men throw 
balls and shoot guns, women 
pose in stilettos) – and 
Strictly fans almost certainly 
will – there’s real virtuosity 
on display. The production 
showcases everything from 
high-voltage swing, rocking 
jive and serene waltz to 
furious flamenco and cheery 
salsa, with a lively company 
offering stellar support. If the 
sync work is variable, there’s 
compensation in the buoyant 
partnering and winning 
individual performances. 

The ensemble dancers 
also step forward to 
sing, rather well – the 
Andrew Sisters homage is 
particularly charming – and 
vocalist Oliver Barley’s 
authentic crooning enlivens 
the familiar standards, 
accompanied by a spirited 
live band. The music 
selection does tend towards 
the thuddingly literal: for a 
honeymoon trip aboard a 
boat, it’s “Beyond the Sea”; 
a housewarming needs 
“Let’s Raise the Roof”; and, 
of course, “Boogie Woogie 

Bugle Boy” makes a wartime 
appearance. If there’s nothing 
groundbreaking in their 
treatment, the numbers are at 
least delivered with warmth 
and irresistible sincerity. 
There’s further pleasant 
entertainment in Strictly 
designer Vicky Gill’s enviable 
frock selection – everything 
from chic beachwear to 
escapist MGM lavish gowns.

However, Simone and 
Cacace are the main draw, 
and, if neither seems entirely 
at home in the acting 
sections, this is still a stylish 
tribute to their 20-year 
partnership. A cool, compact 
couple, they are seamlessly 
connected in the ballroom 
and Latin, but outstanding 
in the tango. The latter is 
too often reduced to sultry 
encounters in seedy brothels, 
but there’s an interesting 
variety here, from lilting 
tango waltz – light and sunny 
– to the pair’s trademark 
fast and furious footwork, 
with intricate ganchos and 
inventive flourishes. While 
the overall story tends 
towards bold brushstrokes, 
there’s more shading in 
their interpretation, with 
everything from early 
flirtatious exploration 
to longing, frustration 
and passionate reunion 

expressed through deeply 
connected movement.

Simone’s tongue-in-cheek 
Italian stallion posturing 
and expressive eyebrows 
were suited to television, 
but on stage it’s the more 
understated Cacace who 
impresses. She’s subtly 
eloquent and offers a 
wealth of detail, exhibiting 
exemplary control as her 
long legs reshape into 
lithe, elegant, razor-sharp 
or lyrical, depending on 
the context. It’s a reminder 
that, for all the pleasures 
of the BBC’s offering, some 
physical articulation can only 
be appreciated in the flesh.

The Last Tango fares better 
than most in sustaining a 
cohesive storyline, but the 
most powerful moment is a 
standalone encore tango with 
palpable desire and dynamic 
climactic build. When you 
have a pair like Simone 
and Cacace capable of that 
performance firepower, the 
addition of narrative framing 
– though well-intentioned, 
and likely enjoyable 
for the new audiences 
recruited by Strictly – 
hardly seems necessary.
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Above: Flavia Cacace and  
Vincent Simone in �e Last Tango.
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